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ABSTRACT
A Mariner class ship model vas tested at various shallow water
depths and Froude Numbers constrained to motion in one degree of
freedom, either pitch-no heave or heave-no pitch. Under these con-
straints, using a step response technique 5 the response of the model
to a step disturbance in pitch or heave was recorded* This response
was then analyzed to obtain virtual mass or virtual inertia and damping
coefficients in heave and pitch. These results are presented to show
the effects of shallow water on these ship motion parameters at various
Froude Numbers as a function of frequency of oscillation.
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TTte afreets of shallow water on the virtual mass, virtual inertia,
«ftfl£ damping coefficients in pitch and heave are of interest to designers
<s£ Ships" which must operate in restricted waters. There are several
ifftfOrddS' outlined in the literature for theoretically determining these
d»«fl3tateHts„- VendeX (ll)* and Koch (6) have done theoretical work on
StteEtow water effects* Saunders (9) outlines some of the results
olStSdiTed by Prohaska (8) in determining added mass and heave damping
£&F diongated bodies of various cross sections,
fetlliiTg and Porter (7) developed a method of using the conformal
"ttetfffSfOrmation of a unit circle into ship sections to determine added
SBESS arid damping in heave for a ship section in deep water-. This
m#t&Sd was used by Gies and Hines (U) who determined the coefficients
•& e*SCh section for the Mariner hullform in deep water and then inte-
g5F*t$d these coefficients over the ship length using strip theory.
TfciS method has not been applied to shallow water
*
Kerwin and Narita (5) developed a step response technique for
«eptfr"imentally determining these coefficients and Gies and Hines (k)
ttf#4 this technique in determining these coefficients for the Mariner
hullform in deep water.. The step response technique has been used
in pitch and heave on models in shallow water in this current research
pP9«/«6t# By restricting the motion of the model to pitch-no heave or
heave-no pitch, the independent equations of motion in pitch and heave
* Number* in parenthesis refer to references listed in the bibliography*
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<jan. be solved separately for the desired coefficients
«
The linearized equations of motion for a surface ship have been
arranged and decoupled by Abkowitz (l). The results are a set of
linearized second order differential equations in pitch and heave as
fellows
r
fo-Z*)aT - V - Zzz - Z§6 - (Zfl+u^)* - (Ze *u Zv)9 = Zex (1)
C^-R^}?- (M|+u Mjj)9 - (Mg+UoK^e - *# - M^z - M
z
z = Mex (2)
~.. The symbols in the equations (l) and (2) are defined as follows:
m • mass of ship
Ijr m moment of inertia about the y axis
— * « heave displacement in the vertical plane
• -% m lieave velocity in the vertical plane
i m heave acceleration in the vertical plane
"f m angular displacement in pitch
I m angular velocity in pitch
:
8 m angular acceleration in pitch
—W m Telocity of the ship parallel to the ship's z axis
Uq » forward velocity of the ship
?^ «• added mass coefficient
2y m heave damping coefficient
" 2*% static restoring force coefficient
L *Z$ at heave force coefficient due to angular velocity
~~Z a heave force coefficient due to angular displacement
2ex m heave excitation force
Mi* s added moment of inertia coefficient
-2-

&£* pitch damning coefficient
.'^s Static restoring mcment coefficient
r
v;* heave coupled virtual moment of inertia coefficient
M^.sf heave coupled pitch damping coefficient
NC^ * heave coupled pitch restoring moment coefficient
Ifest* pitch exciting moment
Equations (1) and (2) have several terms vhich are coupled, Tf
thtfs^f coupled terms are removed by restrictirn the motion to one degree
<$£ frwdom in the step rerponre experiment, the resulting equations
fetfcome?
(m - ttfi - zw2 - zzz
= Zex (3)
- K-)V - M-9 - M
Q
9 = Mex (h)
We now have two independent second order differential equations
vhich can be solved provided we know the value of the constants.
The coefficient of the z* term in equation (3) is the virtual
aass of the ship in heave. The virtual mass of a body is the sum of
the mass of the body and the added mass of the body. The added mass
1* a hydrodynamic force acting on the body which is caused by accel-
erating the fluid around the body. Similarly, the coefficient of the
6 term in equation (h) is the virtual inertia of the ship. It con-
flate of the actual moment of inertia of the ship and the added
Inertia. Like added mass, added inertia is a hydrodynamic moment
acting on a body caused by the body accelerating the fluid around it.
The coefficients of the z and 9 terms in equations (3) and (h)
are the damping coefficients in heave and pitch respectively. These
-3-

terms are the energy dissipation terms in the eauations. For ships
operating on the surface, the energy dissipation occurs principally as
surface waves which radiate from the ship.
The step response technique evaluates the coefficients of the
deferential equations by performing a convolution integral on the
response of the model. The response of any linear system to a step
input function yields the response to any other input other than a
Step by" the proper evaluation of the convolution integral. This
property of linear systems can be applied to a ship to determine the
response to a sinusoidal input and this approach is used in this work
t® determine virtual mass and damping coefficients in heave and the
vHrtoal inertia and damping coefficients in pitch, at shallow depths
far various model speeds.






The dimensions and principal characteristics of the Mariner type
ship model are listed in Table I.
i
Table I
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODEL
Length between perpendiculars
Displacement















The model testing was conducted in the ship model towing tank at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, The tests were conducted
at Froude Numbers of 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 and water depths of 1.5,
2.5>> U.O, and 12.6 times the model draft. Froude Number is defined
as the ratio of ship speed to the square root of ship length times
the gravitational acceleration, g. Under each of these combinations,
tests were run in both pitch with no heave and heave with no pitch.
-5-

Ira pitch with no heave, at depths of l.f> and 2„£ times model draft,
tests were conducted with a bow up step and then again with a stern up
step.
The shallow depths were attained by pumping the tank down to the
desired depths , Due to the shallow depths, it was necessary to build
an extension from the towing carriage to lower the heave rod and the
model towing mechanism down to the model. For this purpose, a one-
half inch plywood sheet was used. The plywood was braced perpendicu-
lar to the direction of motion of the towing carriage and was very
sturdy, A similar extension was used to hold the magnet at the bow
and at the stern during the pitch excitation runs
The effect of the towing carriage vibration on the model was of
concern, particularly at the shallow tank depths. At the shallow tank
depths, the moment arm for the model induced large forces acting on
the towing carriage causing excessive vibration of the carriage. To
reduce this effect and give a smoother carriage run, one hundred
pounds of lead was placed on the carriage. As a result, carriage
vibration was reduced to an acceptable level,
2.3 Application of the Step Input
2.3.1 General
The method of applying the step disturbance was that developed
by Kerwin and Narita (5) and used previously by Gies and Hines (U).
The step response was induced by using a small electromagnet which
lifted the model by a certain amount. After the run had started and
the model was up to speed, the current to the electromagnet was inter-
rupted causing the magnet to drop the model. The response to this
step impulse was then recorded on electromagnetic tape along with a
-6-

magnet parting signal to indicate the instant at which the model was
dropped,
The magnet was powered by a low voltage direct current power
supply and the circuit could be remotely controlled from the towing
tank control room The magnet parting circuit consisted of a dry
cell battery powered circuit which was attached to the magnet and
the model,, When the model dropped^ the circuit was opened giving an
instantaneous indication of when the model was dropped*
Two steel holding plates were attached to the model , One was
placed on the top of the heave rod for .lifting the model for the
heave -no pitch runs c The other was attached either at the bow or
stern when lifting the bow or stern during the pitch-no heave runs,
2.3,2 Pitch-No Heave Configuration
In the pitch-no heave configuration , the model was first allowed
to assume its calm water draft, Then, the heave rod was locked to
prevent any motion by the model in heave and permitting only pitching
motion as shown in Figure II,
The magnet was placed in position over either the bow or the
stern and locked in place,. The magnet was attached to a millimeter
measuring bar and when locked in the proper position would not slip.
Before each run5 the ship's bow or stern was lifted manually until
the magnet made contact. The magnet circuit is shown in Figure I
Whenever the magnet was in contact with the plate on the ship, the
magnet parting signal circuit was automatically completed as shown
in Figure I©
Before each run it was necessary to wait for the water to settle
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bow or stern being held up by the magnet. After the model was up to
speed and the recording equipment was running, the magnet circuit was
opened by throwing the switch in the control room. This released the
model and at the same instant opened the magnet parting circuit.
When the magnet parted, the model reacted to the step-like dis-
placement and came to rest at its open water flat calm pitch angle
under a sinusoidal decaying motion. The magnet parting circuit pro-
vided the exact instant at which the motion started, the exact time
being necessary for computational purposes,
•
- 1.
2,3,3 Heave-No Pitch Configuration
In the heave-no pitch configuration, the model was attached to
the heave rod with a rigid attachment as shown in Figure III, This
prevented the model from pitching and permitted only motion in heave.
The heave rod was attached approximately at the model's center of
floatation thus eliminating any pitch moments from the heave rod.
The magnet was placed directly over the heave rod, and a steel
plate was attached to the top of the heave rod. The magnet was
attached to a millimeter bar which was used to accurately place the
magnet above the heave rod and lock it in place. The magnet power
circuit and magnet parting circuit were the same as in the pitch-no
heave configuration and are shown in Figure I,
Before each run, the model was lifted bodily until the magnet
made contact. The model was then held in this position. When the
water had settled to a flat calm, the model was towed in this raised
position until the desired moment and then dropped in the manner




2«ii«X Pitch Response Measurement
The response of the model in pitch was measured by using a pitch
bearing linear transformer. This pitch bearing was located approxi-
mately at the model's center of floatation and was attached to the
heave rod. The heave rod was locked as shown in Figure II to prevent
any motion in heave. The pitch bearing includes a small differential
transformer capable of accurate angular measurements at small angles*
As the maximum pitch angle used was 1„5> degrees, this proved to be
satisfactory* The pitch bearing was repeatedly checked for cali-
bration and linearity. The signal from the pitch bearing was recorded
on a Sanborn paper recorder and simultaneously on magnetic tape.
At the same time as the pitch bearing signal was being recorded,
the magnet parting circuit signal was also being recorded. This signal
was used to indicate the instant that the model began to receive the
stap-response input. It was recorded on an adjacent channel of the
tape and also on paper. After each run the results on paper were
checked to ensure that the response was smooth and that a good sharp
magnet parting signal had been obtained. On several runs, the magnet
parting signal was not as sharp as desired and the runs were repeated*
2.U.2 Heave Response Measurement
The response of the model in heave was measured by using a
linearsyn connected directly to the heave rod as shown in Figure III.
A linearsyn is a linear motion measuring device of the differential
transformer typa consisting of a coil and a moveable magnetic core.
The motions between the coil and core are measured and movements as
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The model was given an initial displacement of 0.1* inches,, This
figure was arrived at from a combination of linearsyn calibration marks
which could be used and the scales available on the Sanborn recorder.
A one-inch deflection of the linearsyn was calibrated on the Sanborn
at an attenuation scale of X5>0. Then the scale was changed to X20,
giving O.ii inches us the maximum value on the recorder. The Odj
inches proved sufficient to give several cycles of oscillation.
2.5 Test Procedure
Before running the tests in shallow water, the model was tested
with the tank at full depth. This was primarily to make sure a good
signal was being received on the recorder from the model and the magnet
parting circuit. These proving satisfactory, the tank was then pumped
down to the shallowest depth desired, 1,£H (S>.1 inches). The shallowest
depth was used first because it was faster to fill the tank for sub-
sequent runs than to pump it down.
At this depth, static restoring force and moment measurements
were made at speeds corresponding to Froude Numbers of 0<>00, 0.10,
0.20, and 0.30« This gave the static restoring force in heave or
the static restoring moment in pitch at each speed. These were only
recorded on paper and not on tape. Next, the model was run in the
pitch-no heave configuration and then the heave-no pitch configuration
at speeds corresponding to Froude Numbers of 0.00, 0.10, 0«20, and
0«30 and the responses were recorded.
After all runs were completed at the depth of l.£H, the tank was
filled to a depth of 2.£H (8.5 inches). The complete series of runs
was repeated at this depth as described above, Then the tank was
-13-

filled to a depth of ii.OH (13 ,6 inches) and again a complete set of runs
were made except that at this depth, no runs were made in pitch-no
heave with the stern up.
The zero speed runs were made at the center of the tank, .After
each of the other runs, the model was positioned at the end of the tank
and the magnet engaged. Then is was necessary to wait for the tank to
settle to a flat calm before starting the next run. When the tank had
settled, the carriage was started and when the carriage was up to speed 5
the magnetic tape recorder and the Sanborn paper recorder were started.
Next, the switch was thrown cutting the, current to the magnet and
dropping the model. The Sanborn paper recorder was observed to see
when the motion had settled out and then the tape recorder was stopped*






The procedure for analyzing the model response was similar to
that used previously by Kerwin and Narita (5>) and Gies and Hines (10*
The mathematical procedure of analysis is discussed in the references
named above and will be briefly covered below.
The response of a ship to a step input can be represented by
P(t) =1/C (1 R(t)) (S)
C is the static restoring force or moment and R(t) is the transient
portion of the response. As R(t) goes to zero, P(t) approaches l/C.
If a regular sinusoidal input is represented by
X(t) = X sinu)t (6)
the response to this sinusoidal input can be represented by
Kt) =
J
x(t) H(t -tr) dT (7)
-ISO
where H(t -T ) is the impulse response of the system. In this case,
however, the step displacement response S(t) is known and not the
impulse response. In this form, the convolution integral becomes
f dX(t)
Y(t) r TFS(t.T)d-C (8)
giving the same results.
-1*-

In the steady state, the response to a one degree sinusoidal
excitation of a system such as a ship can be represented by a linear
second order differential equation such as
d x dx
A dt2 * B dt <* = F sinvt (9)
where x can represent © in pitch or z in heave, A represents the
virtual mass in heave or virtual inertia in pitch, B represents the
damping coefficient and C represents the static restoring force in
heave or the static restoring moment in p'itch. Each of these co-
efficients will be a function of the frequency, w.
The solution to equation (9) can be shown to be of the form
x(t) z a sin wt + b cos wt (10)












w(a2 +b2 ) (12)
where F is the amplitude of the external excitation.
By inserting the correct values into (11) and (12), the value




The response of the model was recorded on tape and digitized at
one-thousandth of a second intervals for input to the convolution
integral computer program. To save computer time, it was advantageous
to use intervals of more than one-thousandth of a second in the com-
puter program, Giea and Hines (h) investigated the effects on a
known value second order system of varying the convolution interval in
the frequency range of their interest. The results of their analysis
was used for determining the convolution interval to be used in pro-
cessing this data. In addition, it was found that the results obtained
in this work were interesting at lower frequencies. Accordingly, the
response of a known second order system was tested at low frequency to
supplement the data of Gies and Hines (k)» The results are shown in
Table II.
The actual value of the virtual inertia is 2.50 (slug feet ) and
the value of the damping coefficient is 7»H>0 (foot-pound/second). The
values obtained from Table II show that the results are not as accurate
at low frequencies as at frequencies close to the undamped natural
frequency. However, the percent error using a convolution interval
of 0.010 seconds is only 2.75 percent in virtual inertia and 1.2
percent in damping coefficient. In analyzing the response at radian
frequencies below lj.0 radians/second a convolution interval of 0,010
seconds was used. In the radian frequency range of li,0 to 10,0 radians/
second a convolution interval of 0,020 seconds was used and above 10.0























0.010 1. 2.269 7*591
3,3 Static Coefficients
In performing the model tests, it was necessary to determine the
static restoring force in heave and static restoring moment in pitch
for input to the computer program. Gies and Hines (k) had used the
same model previously and found the static restoring moment in pitch
to be independent of speed and the static restoring force in heave to
have a slight speed dependence.
The coefficients obtained in this work show the coefficients to
be speed dependent at shallow depths. The pitch restoring moment
coefficients are listed in Table IV and the heave restoring force
coefficients are listed in Table III.
Gerritsma (2) discusses the variations of static coefficients
with speed and block coefficient from tests conducted on Series 60
models. Figures IV and V show the effects of speed and depth on
the static coefficients as found in this work compared with results
obtained by Gerritsma (2) for a Series 60 model with a block
-18-

coefficient of 0,60. The ratio C/Cst is the ratio of the restoring
force coefficient to the zero speed restoring force coefficient.
The pitch runs at the shallower depths were run with the bow up
and again with the stern up. The variations in the coefficients
between bow up initially and stern up initially are shown in Table V»
While the static coefficient in pitch is greater with the stern up
initially, the ratios to the static coefficient at zero speed are the
same for bow up initially and stern up initially.
Table III
HEAVE STATIC RESTORING FORCE COEFFICIENTS
(pounds/foot)
Froude Number
0.00 0.10 0.20 0*30
Depth
12 .6H I87.lt 176.1* 189.0 I87.it
U.OH 187J* 177.0 188 oO 200 o
2.£H 187.1 I87.lt 198.0 209,0








0,0 0.10 0.20 0.30
Depth
12.6H 262.0 262.0 262.0 262.0
ii.OH 262.0 262.0 250.0 198*0
2.5H . 262.0 2142.0 228.0
l.SH 262.0 21*2.0 182.0
Table V





1.5H - bow up 262.0 21*2.0 182.0
1.5H - stern up 288.0 268.0 215.0
2.3>H - bow up 262.0 2lt2.0 228.0






HEAVE RESTORING FORCE COEFFICIENT
AS A FUNCTION OF DEPTH












PITCH STATIC RFSTORING MOMENT COEFFICIENT




o © Gerritsma (Series 60, Block 0.60)
A * 12.6H (Mariner)
o e li #OH (Mariner)
tf v 2.3>H • (Mariner)
© © 1«£H (Mariner)






lul Pitch-No Heave Condition
The values of virtual inertia and damping coefficients in
pitch were obtained by conducting a total of twenty-four tests* A
test was conducted at each Froude number and at each water depth with
the bow up initially. Then a test was conducted at each Froude number
and at the two shallow depths with the stern up initially,.
The response curves were decaying sinusoids in all cases. At the
higher speeds there was a large amount of vibration in the response
curves due principally to oscillation of the towing carriage • The test
data at a Froude number of 0«30 and a water depth of 1,£> times the draft
was erratic due to the large amount of squat causing the model to touch
bottom and therefore was not recorded.
14..1.1 Virtual Inertia and Damping
The values of virtual inertia and damping are listed in Tables vTU
and X of Appendix D. Table VUI shows the values of virtual inertia
and damping in pitch as a function of radian frequency for the bow up
initially. Table X shows these same values for the stem up initially.
The values of virtual inertia and damping as a function of depth
are plotted in Figures VI - IX and Figures X - XIII, respectively, at
each of the four Froude numbers. Figures VI, X, XIV, and XVIII show
a comparison with zero speed, deep water theoretical results from
Gies and Hines (U), Figures XIV - XVII and XVIII - XXI are plots of
the values of virtual inertia and damping, respectively, as a function
-23-

of Froude number at each of the four water depths.
Figures XXII - XXIH and XXIV - XXV are plots of the values of
virtual inertia and damping, respectively, for the stern up tests as
a function of Froude number at the two shallow depths,
A comparison of the values of virtual inertia and damping for
the bow up tests against the same values for the stern up tests are
given in Appendix A.
The symbols used in Appendix D and the figures are as follows?
w radian frequency of excitation
A virtual inertia coefficient,
B pitch damping coefficient
W non-dimensional frequency
A* non-dimensional virtual inertia coefficient
B 1 non-dimensional pitch damping coefficient
U.2 Heave-No Pitch Condition
A total of sixteen tests were conducted to obtain the values of
virtual mass and damping in heave. Tests were conducted at each
Froude number and at each water depth
The response curves were decaying sinusoids e The amount of
vibration in the response curves was less in the heave-no pitch con-
dition* The test run at high speed and shallowest depth was too
erratic to record,
lu2 J. Virtual Mass and Damping
The values of virtual mass and damping in heave are shown in
Table 3X of Appendix D as a function of radian frequency. Figures
XXVI - XXIX and XXX - XXXIH are plots of the values of virtual mass
-2U-

and damping, respectively, as a function of depth at each of the Froude
numbers » Figures XXVI, XXX, XXXIV, and XXXVIII show a comparison with
theoretical results in deep water at zero Froude number from Gies and
Hines (U)« The values of virtual mass and damping are plotted in
Figures XXXIV - XXXVII and XXXVIH <=> XII as a function of Froude number
at each of the water depths
«
The symbols used in Appendix D and the figures are defined as
follows
:
w radian frequency of excitation
D virtual mass coefficient
• i.
E heave damping coefficient
W non-dimensional frequency
D» non-dimensional virtual mass coefficient
E 1 non-dimensional heave damping coefficient
U«3 Frequency Ran^e
The values of virtual mass/inertia and damping are plotted in
Figures VI - XLI against the radian frequency of excitation*) This
frequency is non~dimensionalized by multiplying by the square root
of model length divided by the value of gravity.
The range of frequencies investigated was 1©£ to 13 «0 radians
per second or non-dimensionalized3 C6 to 5,3 « Only the deep water
tests and the tests at a Froude number of 0*10 were investigated at
very low frequencies because of the large amount of computer time
required to compute low frequency results©
k*k Definition of Terms
Terms used in the figures of this thesis are defined as follows?
>2*-

H = Ship's draft
g - Gravitational acceleration
U.
. ,,. - Froude Number
Jig
W = w>| /g = Non-dimensional frequency
A 1 A& = Non-dimensional virtual Inertia
AT?
• - i.
D* s Dfl = Non-dimensional virtual mass
B 1
jjj
ykg = Non-dimensional pitch damping
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VIRTUAI INERTIA AT A FROUDE NUMBER OF 0.30
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PITCH DAMPING COEFFICIENT AT FROUDE NUMBER OF 0.20
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VIRTUAL INERTIA AT A DEPTH OF 2.5H
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FIGURE XVII
VIRTUAL INERTIA AT A DEPTH OF 1.5H
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PITCH DAMPING AT A DEPTH OF 2.£H
AS A FUNCTION OF FROUDE NUMBER
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VIRTUAL INERTIA ( STERN-UP INITIALLY ) AT A DEPTH OF 2«$H
AS A FUNCTION OF FROUDE NUMBER











VIRTUAL INERTIA (SOT-UP INITIALLY) AT A DEPTH OF l.£H
AS A FUNCTION OF FROUDE NUMBER
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DAMPING Iff PITCH ( STERN-UP INITIALLY ) AT A DEPTH OF 2,$K
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VIRTUAL MASS AT ZERO FROUDE NUMBFR































VIRTUAL MASS AT A FROUDE NUMBER OF 0,10
AS A FUNCTION OF DEPTH
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J VIRTUAL MASS AT A FROUDE NUMBER OF 0.20


















































VIRTUAL MASS AT A FROUDE NUMEER OF 0.30
AS A FUNCTION OF DEPTH















HEAVE DAMPING COEFFICIENT AT A FROUDE NUMBER OF 0,0
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HEAVE DAMPING COEFFICIENT AT A FROUDE NUMBER OF 0„10
AS A FUNCTION OF DEPTH





HEAVE LAMPING COEFFICIENT AT A FROUDE NUMBER OF 0*20
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VIRTUAL MASS AT A DEPTH OF U«0H






















VIRTUAL MASS AT A DFPTH OF 2 £H















































VIRTUAL MASS AT A DEPTH OF lc5H
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FIGURE XL
HEAVE DAMPING COEFFICIENT AT A DEPTH OF 2.$H
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The resulting curves of virtual mass/inertia and damping as
shovn in Figures VT - XLI are representative values for the Mariner
Class hullform The trend of these curves compares favorably with
other results in the literature However, there are limitations in
the computation technique and experimental errors which may limit
their accuracy.
The most noteworthy of the experimental errors was the amount
of carriage vibration at the higher Froude numbers One hundred
pounds of lead was placed on the carriage to reduce the vibration,.
In general, the vibrations were random and although they appeared
to be high frequency their random nature would have some effect on
the results
o
Another source of possible error was the possibility of the
magnet hanging after the circuit was opened© This would happen
if the magnet was out of alignment with the plate This source of
error was corrected by making sure the magnet was seated squarely
on the plate
o
The computational technique limits the accuracy of results,
especially at frequencies away from the natural frequency of the
model • This effect is shown in Table 3 of Kerwin and Narita ($) s
Table III of Gies and Hines (k) 5 and Table II of this work*
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5.2 Heave - No Pitch
5.2.1 Virtual Mass
The virtual mass in the heave-no pitch condition shows definite
effects of the shallow depths. The deep water values correspond in
value and general form to those shown in Figure 8 of Golvato (3)0 The
expected effect below t = wv/^ - i/J, for the deep water speeds is
shown in Figure XXXIV. T s 3./I4. is indicated for each Froude number
by an arrow on the plot.
Figures XXVI through XXIX show the effects of depth on virtual
mass at different Froude numbers. In general, the results show that
shallow water does not have a great effect on virtual mass until the
depth is below 2.5H. In all of these plots the virtual mass at 12 .6H,
luOH and 2.5H show little depth effect and little speed effect. The
virtual mass at 1.5H is considerably higher and increases with speed.
At a Froude number of 0.30 and a depth 1.5H the model touched bottom
and results were not recorded,,
The low frequency results are shown in Figure XXVII for all
depths at Froude number a o10. These results show a low frequency-
effect similar to that expected below ts 1/I4 even for the shallow
depths e
3>.2o2 Heave Damping Coefficient
The heave damping coefficients show shallow water effects similar
to those found in virtual mass However, heave damping appears to
be more speed dependent than was virtual mass. The deep water
(12«6H) results compare favorably with results obtained by Golvato (3)<
Heave damping increases in value as depth decreases. Like virtual
-6U-

mass, the value of the damping coefficient does not increase sharply
until the depth gets less than 2.!!>H. The curves at a Froude number
of 0.30 at the various depths show a marked increase in heave damping
coefficient at speeds above Froude number = 0.20.
At the higher frequencies, the heave damping coefficients do
not go to zero as the theoretical results would indicate. This
result corresponds to results obtained by Golvato (3)© At the higher
speeds, the heave damping coefficients tend to increase with increasing
frequency j which may be due to increasing viscous effects.
5.3 Pitch - No Heave
5.3»1 Virtual Inertia
Figures VI through IX show the effects of depth on virtual
inertia at the various Froude numbers. At a Froude number of 0.00
(Figure VI) the effect of decreasing depth is to increase the value
of virtual inertia. At Froude numbers greater than zero, however
,
the effect of decreasing depth is to decrease the value of virtual
inertia. Figures XIV through XVII show the effects of speed on
virtual inertia at various depths. These plots show clearly that
increasing speed at deep depths increases the value of virtual
inertia. They also show that as depth decreases, this trend
reverses and increasing speed decreases the value of virtual inertia.
The results at a depth of 12 .6H compare favorably with results obtained
by Kerwin and Narita (5), in tests conducted on a Series 60 model.
5.3.2 Pitch Damping Coefficient
The results obtained for pitch damping coefficient are not as
smooth as those obtained for virtual inertia nor those obtained in
-65-

the heave no-pitch condition. The results are shown in Figures X
through XHI and Figures XVIII through XXI.
In general, the pitch damping coefficient does not depart
appreciably from the deep water values for Froude numbers greater
than zero, except at the shallowest depth (l £H). At a Froude number
of zero, the effect of depth is to increase the pitch damping coeffi-
cient with decreasing depth (Figure X). At the lower frequencies,
decreasing depth also causes a phase shift in the peak values of
damping coefficients At the higher frequencies, the damping
coefficient for the shallowest depth (l.E>H) are markedly higher
i.
(Figures X through XII).
The data obtained in the pitch-no heave condition show more
effects of carriage vibration than did that obtained in the heave-
no pitch condition. This may account for the scatter in the pitch
damping results, especially at the higher frequencies. The results
obtained in the pitch-no heave condition compare reasonably well with
the results obtained by Kerwin and Narita (5) from tests on a Series 60
model
.
5«3 «3 Pitch With Stern U£ Initially
Gies and Hines (U) and Kerwin and Narita (5>) found that the
direction of the initial disturbance in pitch on a model in deep
water did not affect the results. This was not the case in shallow
water. Tests show that at shallow depths, the values of virtual
inertia in pitch and pitch damping coefficient are dependent on
whether the step was induced with the bow up initially or the stern






The results of these model tests show that shallow water has
a definite effect on virtual mass and damping in heave and virtual
inertia and damping in pitch. The results obtained in the heave-
no pitch condition appear to be more accurate than those in the
pitch-no heave condition. From paper traces of the response
i.
signals, the pitch-no heave runs showed more effect of carriage
vibration than those in the heave-no pitch condition.
As discussed in Chapter V, virtual mass in heave increases
sharply with shallow depth and also with increasing speed. Heave
damping shows the same depth dependence as virtual mass but shows
a greater speed dependence.
Virtual inertia in pitch shows a tendency to decrease with
decreasing depth in the frequency range near the ship's natural
frequency. At zero speed, however, the trend is exactly opposite
as virtual inertia increases with decreasing depth. Virtual inertia
is also speed dependent and while it increases with increasing speed
at deep depths, it reverses that trend as depth decreases and
decreases with increasing speed.
Pitch damping, while the results are not as smooth, show the
same depth dependence as virtual inertia. Pitch damping also
appears to peak at lower frequencies as depth decreases.
-67-

6.2 Step Response Technique
The step response technique provides a good means for deter-
mining virtual mass and damping coefficients where the motion can
be decoupled as in pitch-no heave or heave-no pitch. The computer
program accuracy is dependent on the convolution interval as shown
in Gies and Hines (It) and in Table II of this paper. The results
of the computer program are more consistent at frequencies near
the undamped natural frequency of the model and show more scatter
as frequency increases or decreases.
The response of the model shows some effect of the vibration
of the carriage. The response in the heave-no pitch condition
showed less effect of carriage vibration than did the response in
the pitch-no heave condition. Attempts were made to make the
vibration of the carriage as small as possible but some vibration






In recording the one kilocycle signal on the magnetic tape, it
is recommended that the signal be run continuously even where no data
is recorded. This will ensure that the signal is recorded where
needed and eliminate the possibility of missing the starting point
• 1.
of a run. It is also recommended that in recording the data on
magnetic tape, the run spacings be as close to fifty feet as possible
•
It was found when doing analog-digital conversion that if the spacing
were much greater than fifty feet, computer time was lost as the
computer waited for the tape to catch up. If the spacing was much
less than fifty feet, the reverse occurred and the tape had to be
stopped while the computer finished the last run. A spacing of
fifty feet between runs permitted the tape to run continuously and
a smooth analog-digital conversion resulted.
When conducting the model tests it is important to ensure that
the magnet breaks cleanly from the steel plate when the model is
released. This problem occurred several times in these tests,
especially in the pitch-no heave condition. If the magnet is not
aligned truly perpendicular to the steel plate, it will tend to
pivot as the magnet releases. This prevents the magnet parting





Some areas for future investigation in shallow water effects
presented themselves during this project© At the shallowest depths
it was noted that sediment on the tank bottom moved away from
the model path and at deeper depths the sediment tended to collect
under the model path. Some investigation into flow around a ship at
shallow depths might prove useful in examining such things as sedi-
ment transport into a channel caused by ships transiting the channel*
Another possible area of investigation is the pressure distribution
over a hull in shallow water, The dependence of virtual inertia and
pitch damping in shallow water on whether the step response was
introduced with the bow up initially or the stern up initially also
could be investigated to determine the effect of hullform on these
coefficients at shallow depths.
In this project sinkage and squat were arrived at independently
as discussed in Appendix B, Further investigation into the combined
effects of sinkage and squat at shallow depths would be warranted to
show the actual draft and trim of a ship as compared to the water
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COMPARISON CF BOW UP AND STERN UP TFPTS
The direction of the initial disturbance for the pitch tests
in shallow water had a determining factor on the value of the virtual
inertia and damping coefficients. The value of these coefficients
was higher for the stern up tests than for the bow up tests • The
results of these tests are shown in Figures XLIT and XLIII. Figure
XLU compares the virtual inertia coefficients for the different
initial condition at a depth of l.£H at Froude numbers of 0.00 and
0»20. Figure XLIII compares the pitch damping coefficients at the
same depth at Froude numbers of 0.00 and 0.10.
This result could be predicted by considering the increase in
pressures caused by the water being constrained to motions approach-
ing a two-dimensional character. With the model at a given speed in
shallow water, these extra pressures cause waves that are larger and
longer than for the same speed in deep water. Another factor that
should be considered is the change in stream velocities past the
model in shallow water.
These factors would cause a change in the virtual inertia and
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This appendix shows the comparison between sinkage data obtained
from tests conducted with a model of the Mariner class hullform and
experimental sinkage data in the literature,
Sinkage can be defined as the parallel departure from a reference
level with the ship at rest of the bow and stern as speed is increased.
At a critical speed the bow begins to settle more slowly than the
• i.
stern • This change in trim is called sauat Experimental data showing
changes in level of the bow and stern with speed and depth of water
of many different models has been plotted in The Speed And Power Of
Ships, by Admiral D. W. Taylor, USN (10).
Figure XLIV shows the variation of stern sinkage and squat as a
fraction of ship's draft as a function of speed at four water depths*
The dashed line is a plot of stern sinkage and squat at infinite depth
of a model of comparative dimensions taken from Figure 85 of Taylor (10).
The experiments on the Mariner model were conducted at three speeds.
The modes of oscillation of the model in pitch and heave were
isolated so that the model could oscillate in only one degree of
freedom for a given run. Table VI shows the variation of trim angle
with increasing speed at four different water depths. Table VII shows
the variation of parallel sinkage with speed at these same depths.
Tables VI and VII were combined linearly to obtain the stern
sinkage shown in Figure XLIV. The error incorporated by this lineariza-
tion is small in the speed range where a small amount of trim angle is
-76-

experienced. When the trim angle is two or three degrees the error
involved could be as much as 30 per cent,
TABLE VI
Trim Angle (degrees)
iM 12 .6H UH iiSs IM
*3S3 .ou
.706 .08 .21*
1.09 •0l| .32 ' 2.6U ...
TABLE VII
Parallel Sinkage (ft.)
7J£ 12 .6H UH 2.5H 1.5H
.353 .0027 .0027 .001*0 .0070
.706 .0090 .0120 .0213 .0286

























DISCUSSION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM
Abstract
The computer program was originated by Kerwin and Narita (£).
It takes the digitized step response data and computes the normalized
step response* From this response, the response to regular sinusoidal
excitations can be computed. The response to the sinusoidal input is
used to determine the coefficients of virtual inertia and damping in




Experimental data is recorded in analog form on magnetic tape* The
data is then converted to digital form by a seperate analog-digital
conversion program.
Normalizing the step response is a linear transformation of the
input data. It is approximated by averaging the last MA points in the
record and requiring that this value be zero. The integer MA is an
input to the program.
From the normalized response, one cycle of regular sinusoidal
excitation is computed by the convolution integral method. This
operation is simple in principle, but actual computation can be very
time consuming . A detailed discussion of this computational technique
is given in Kerwin and Narita (5)*
The coefficients of virtual inertia and damping are determined
from the amplitudes of the first sine and cosine harmonics of the total
-79-

response. The final step is the computation of the non-dimensional
damping, virtual inertia and frequency©
Input
The input consists of one general information card and any number
of frequency information cards
•
Card I Format (bl$ 9 hFj.O .6 , 1$)
Columns 1- $: Run number (NRUN)
Columns 6-10 : Number of points of good input data (MT)
Columns 11-15: Number of points to be averaged in the normalizing
process (MA) •'..
Columns 16-20: Number of frequencies for which coefficients are
desired (NPER)
Columns 21-30: Digitizing rate (DDT) in seconds. Allow six decimal
places. Experiments by Kerwin and Narita (5) show
that added mass and damping are highly dependent
on the digitizing rate.
Columns 31-UOs Static restoring moment for pitch (ft~lb/radian)
or static restoring force for heave (lb/ft )(CC).
Allow six decimal places. These are the static
restoring coefficients in pitch or heave.
Columns lil-5>0: Displacement in pounds (DISP). Allow six decimal
places.
Columns 3>l-60: Length between perpendiculars in feet (HLEN).
Allow six decimal places.
-80-

Columns 61-6£: Number of points at beginning of digitized data
that should be discarded (NSTRT). This number
was determined when converting from analog to
digital data. It is the number of points (one
thousandth of a second) from the beginning of
the input data to the point at which the magnet
circuit parts (less than 2\x points).
Card 2 Format (315)
Columns 1- 5: Sampling period constant (KDT). The results of
varying the integer KDT are shown in Table I of
Kerwin and Narita (5).
Columns 6-10: Exciting period constant (KP), Variations of the
integer KP will vary the exciting period
(T = \x x KP x DT) 5 and therefore, the frequency
(w a 27r/T). Results of this variation for an
idealized response are shown in Table 2 of
Kerwin and Narita (£)•
Columns 11-15>: Convolution Interval constant (JMP), This
integer permits change in the convolution
interval from .001 sec. (JMP l) to ©020 sec.
(JMP s 20) to any other interval desired. The
larger the interval the lower the computer time.
The effect of convolution interval on the co-













Sampling period in seconds (DT).
Exciting period in seconds (T).
Frequency in radians per second (OMEGA)
,
Virtual mass coefficient (A)„
Damping coefficient (B) e
Non~dimensionalized frequency (OMEGA)
.
Non~dimensionalized virtual mass coefficient (A)
Column 8s Non~dimensionalized damping coefficient (B).
• • i.
Special Comments
1. This program will compute the virtual mass and damping in
heave or virtual inertia and damping in pitch by simply changing the
spring constant (CC) and the non-dimensionalizing cards (APRTME and








2« The total number of points of input data must be divisible
by 2iu Therefore, MT + NSTRT s 2k (number of digitized data cards).








COMMON NRES 5 C3R SY 5 CSR





READ 100 PNRUN,MT 5 MA S NPER 5 DDT 5 CC S DISP S HLEN5 NSTRT




C STEP RESPONSE- READ IN AND NORMALIZE





















PRINT 102 flNRUI^MT,MA 5AVEL5 DDT5 CC 5 DISP«,HLEN
102 F0RMAT(///7H1 ' RUNl5ji|X.,l5,36H POINTS IN RECORD AVERAGE OF LAS
Vn$910E POINTS ISF6.1 520H DIGITIZING RATE2F6.1^UH SEC/3liH
2M0MENT FOR ONE RADIAN PrrCHsF10 o6<,2ljH FT-LBS DISPLACEMENTSF10 o6
U,l£« LBS LENGTHSF10.6j3H FT///)
PRINT 103
103 FORMAT (6^H &*ttVi####fr*# DIMENSIONAL #*#*##**#*#* ** NON-DIMENS
1I0NAL *#//62H DT T OMEGA A B OMEGA
2A B)
C COMPUTATION FOR ONE PERIOD STARTS HERE
DO 15 NPRSl^NPER
READ 10li 5 KDT 5 KP 5 JMP
10U FORMAT (315)







C COSINE OF EXCITING MOMENT FOR QUARTER CYCLE











CSR(N+1 )=o .66666667*0 ( N+l
)
9 CONTINUE


































































COMPUTE VIRTUAL MASS AND DAMPING
JKP=JK*KP

















This appendix contains tables of the data used in Figures VI -
XLHI. Table Vlll gives the values of virtual inertia and damping
in pitch with the bow un. initially. Table IX contains the values
of virtual mass and damping in heave. The values of virtual inertia
and damping in pitch with the stern up initially are given in





VIRTUAL INERTIA AND DAMPING COEFFICIENTS IN PITCH
WITH BOW UP INITIALLY
(l) Froude Number O.O; Depth 12.6 x Draft
w A B w AJ_ BJ_
4.134 6.044 2.057 1.674 .148 .020
4.909 5.923 5.032 1.988 -.145 .050
6.042 5.204 8.908 2.447
I.
.128 .089
7.11*0 4.559 10.400 2.892 .112 .103
7.854 4.251 10.412 3.182 .104 .104
8.727 3.990 9.626 3.535 .098 .096
9.817 3.851 7.710 3.977 .095 .077
11.220 3.994 6.648 4.545 .098 .066
12.083 3;902 8.557 4.895 .096 .085
13.090 3.648 6.762 5.303 .090 .067
(2) Froude Number 0.10; Depth 12.6 x Draft
w A B w A^ BJ_
1.496 8.382 3.556 0.606 0.206 0.035
2.001 6.085 3.329 0.811 0.149 0.033




(2) Froude Number 0.10; Depth 12.6 x Draft (continued)
w A B W iL SI
2.992 6.608 1.191 1.212 0.162 0.012
3-1*91 6.9h$ 3.1*1*3 l.l*Ui 0.171 0.031*
l*.13l* 6.UU9 7.339 1.671 0.158 0.073
U.909 0.577 10.007 1.988 0.137 0.100
6.0U2 I*.8U6 10.1*17 2.1*1*7 0.119 0.10li
7.1U0 14.1*86 10.609 2.892 0.110 0.106
7.851* 1*.289 10.308 3.182 0.105 0.103
8.727 1*.139 9.251* 3.535 0.102 0.092
9.817 I*.l63 8.165 3.977 0.102 0.081
11.220 3.905 8.31*8 1*.51*5 0.096 0.083
12.083 3.956 U.727 h.895 0.097 0.01*7
13.090 l*.281t 8.208 5.303 0.105 0.082
(3) Froude Number 0.20 ; Depth 12.6 x Draft





2.380 8.757 U.353 0.961*
2.992 6.538 12.61*8 1.212
3.1*91 li.816 lli.116 l.iai*
I* .131* U.077 11.985 1.671*
U.909 3.870 11.188 1.988
6.0U2 3.880 8.650 2.1*1*7














(3) Froude Number 0.20 ; Depth 12.6 x Draft (continued)
£ £ £ ' £ £1 21
7.851* lu037 9.8142 3.182 0.099 0.098
8.727 3.999 9.515 3.535 0.098 0.095
9.817 l*.ll*7 10.076 3.977 0.102 0.100
11.220 3.876 10.315 Iu5u5 0.095 0.103
12.083 3.766 10.1i75 U.895 0.102 0.10k
13.090 3.803 13.396 5.303 0.093 0,133
• 1.
(U) Froude Number 0.30 ; Depth 12.6 x Draft
w A B W il £1
1.1*96 5.1*67 20.21*9 0.606 0.13U 0.201
2.001 3.08U 2U.213 0.811 0.076 0.21a
2.380 1.152 25.182 0.961* 0.028 0.251
2.992 -1.550 20.391* 1.212 -O.O38 0.203
3.1*91 -1.227 11.212 1.1*11* -0.030 0,112
U.13U 1.360 U.632 1.671* 0.033 0.01*6
U.909 2.679 6.017 1.988 0.066 0.060
6.01*2 3.260 5.031* 2.1*1*7 0.080 0.050
7.mo 3.770 7.31*6 2.892 0.093 0.073
7.851* 3.766 8.717 3.182 0.092 0,087
8.727 3.71*9 9.287 3.535 0.092 0.092
9.817 3.935 10.911 3.977 0.097 0.109
11.220 3.506 12.189 1*.51*5 0.086 0.121
12.083 3.51*9 12.215 1**895 0.095 0.122




(5) Froude Number 0,0 ; Depth IwO x Draft
w A B W A^ IP
lul3U 5.272 5.1*16 1.61*7 0.129 0.051*
U.909 1*.753 6.^38 1.988 0.117 0.065
6.01*2 1*.1*87 8.1*59 2.1*1*7 0.110 0.081*
7.11*0 l*.ll*9 10.351 2.892 0.102 0.103
7.851* 3.91*9 10.871 3.182 0*097 0.108
8.727 3.789 10.782 3.5?5 0.093 0.107
9.817 3.779 10.129 3.977 0.093 0.101
11.220 3.910 13.^33 l*.5i*5 0.096 0.I3I*
12.083 3.61*3 lli.621 1*.895 O.089 0.11*5
13.090 3.716 12.685 5.303 0.091 0.126
(6) Froude Number 0.10;
w A B W AJ_ SI
1.1*96 2.1*55 -1.930 0.606 0.060 -0.019
2.001 5.790 -3.019 0.811 0.11*2 -0.030
2.380 7.033 -1.092 0.961* 0.173 -0.011
2.992 7.311* li.260 1.212 0.180 0.01*2
3.1*91 6.651 7.937 l.iai* 0.163 0.079
UJ.3U 5.561 10 M99 1.671* 0.137 0.10l»
h.909 U.718 10.375 1.988 0.116 0.103
6.01*2 U.520 9.692 2.1*1*7 0.311 0.096
7.II4O 1*.306 10.550 2.892 0.106 0.105




(6) Froude Number 0.10;
w A B W £1 11
8.727 3.989 9.711* 3.535 0.098 0.097
9.817 3.997 8.QU2 3.977 0.098 0.080
11.220 U.009 9.223 l*.5U5 0.098 0.092
12.083 3.896 7.206 U.895 0.096 0.072
13.090 U.213 6.1*89 5.303 0.103 0.065
(7) Froude Number 0.20 ; Depth U.O x Draft
w A B W ii BJ_
l*.13l* I*.l80 10.391 1.671* 0.103 0.103
U.909 3.673 7.837 1.988 0.090 0.078
6.0ii2 3.920 6.61*6 2.1*1*7 0.096 0.066
7.11*0 3.81*9 8.1*70 2.892 0.095 0.081*
7.85U 3.710 9.126 3.182 0.091 0.091
8.727 3.591* 9.103 3.535 0.088 0.091
9.817 3.677 8.673 3.977 0.090 0.086
11.220 3.519 1U.329 U.5ii5 0.086 0.11*3
12.083 3.313 10.868 U.895 0.081 0.108
13.090 3.959 10.099 5.303 0.097 0.100
(8) Froude Number 0.30 ; Depth k.O x Draft
w A B W
U.13U U.286 3.017 1.671*
1*.909 3.396 5.293 1.988








(8) Froude Number 0,30 ; Depth 1*.0 x Draft (continued)
w A B W £1 11
7.11*0 3.021 ii.673 2.892 0.071* 0.01*6
7.851* 2.865 5.622 3.182 0,070 o„o56
8,727 2.711 6.097 3.535 0.067 0.061
9.817 2.673 6.539 3.977 0.066 0.065
11.220 2.1*39 9.967 h.M 0.060 0.099
12.083 2.316 8.672 1*.895 0.057 0.086
13.090 2.1*60 10.313 5.303 0.060 0.103
(9) Fronde Number 0.00 ; Depth 2.5 x Draft
w A B W £1 11
U.13U 6.105 9.527 1.671* 0.150 0.095
li.909 5.1*82 10.311 1.988 0.135 0.103
6.01*2 1*.850 11.635 2.1*1*7 0.119 0.116
7.11*0 1*.351* 12.166 2.892 0.107 0.121
7.85U 1*^02 11.888 3.182 0.101 0.118
8.727 3.876 10.862 3.535 0.095 0.108
9.817 3.736 8.512 3.977 0.092 0.085
11.220 3.935 1*.829 i*.51*5 0.097 0.01*8
12.083 1*.198 7.273 1*.895 0.103 0.072




(10) Froude : Number 0.10; Depth 2.5 x Draft
w A B W A_L B_l
1.1*96 7.U3^ -0.080 0.606 0.183 -0.001
2,001 8,169 2.578 0.811 0.201 0.026
2.380 7.902 5.51*2 0.961* 0.191* 0.055
2.992 6,790 10.3814 1.212 0.167 0.103
3.U91 $.662 13.075 1.1*11* 0.139 0.130
U.131* h.h6k 13.557 1.671* 0.110 0.135
U.909 3.832 11.51*1 1.90*8 0.091* 0.115
6.01*2 3.915 10.311 2.1*1*7 0.096 0.103
7.11*0 3.809 11.051* 2.892 0.091* 0.110
7.8& 3.686 11.100 3.182 0.091 0.110
8.727 3.571 10.1*78 3.535 0.088 0.101*
9.817 3.557 8.936 3.977 0.087 0.089
11.220 3.731 9.303 li.51i5 0.092 0.093
12.083 3.571 10.070 U.895 0.088 0.100
13.090 3.559 7.098 5.303 0.087 0.071
(11) Froude Number 0.20 ; Depth 2,5 x Draft
w A B W V_ SL
U.13U 2.1*12 12.260 1.671* 0.059 0.122
U.909 2.380 7.77U 1.988 0.053 0.077
6.01*2 3.191* 7.192 2.1*1*7 0.078 0.072
7.1U0 3.281 9.1*1*2 2.892 0.081 0.091*
7.851* 3.225 10.300 3.182 0.079 0.102




(11) Froude Number 0,20 ; Depth 2.5 x Draft (continued)
w A B W A^ B^
9.817 3.298 10.777 3.977 0.081 0.107
11.220 3.385 16.555 U.5h5 O.083 0.165
12.083 3.061 15.979 li.895 0.075 0.159
13.090 3.361 13.167 5.303 O.083 0.131




U.13U 6.397 15.271 I.67I* 0.157 0.152
h.909 5.5UO 15.U6U 1.988 O.136 0ol514
6.01*2 U.858 15.555 2.1*1*7 0.119 0.155
7aUo U.U3U 15.282 2.892 0.109 0.152
7.85U U.238 Hi.702 3.182 0.101* ell*6
8.727 U.086 13.503 3.535 0.100 0.131*
9.817 l*.06l 11.1*91* 3.977 0.100 O.LLl*
11.220 li.276 11.801* U.&S 0.105 0.117
12.083 U.077 10.259 U.895 0.100 o.mo
13.090 3.832 10.886 5.303 0.091* 0.108
(13) Froude Number 0.10 ; Depth 1.5 x Draft
w A B W il 11
1.1*96 25.581 5.601 0.606 0.628 0.056
2.001 13.1*79 12.373 0,811 0.331 0.123
2.380 8.693 11.523 0.961* 0.213 0.115
2.992 6.3U5 7.678 1.212 0.156 0.076




(13) Froude Number 0.10; Depth 1.5 x Draft (continued)
w A B W il 21
l*.13l* 5.170 9.631 1.671* 0.127 0.096
U.909 l*.27l* 10 e 23l* 1.988 0.105 0.102
6,Oii2 3.858 10.589 2.1*1*7 0.095 0.105
7.11*0 3.568 12.107 2.892 0.088 0.120
7.851 3.1*21* 12.853 3J.82 0.08U 0.128
8.727 3.3l»l 13.800 3.535 0.082 0.137
9.817 3.295 16.283 3.977 0.081 0.162
11.220 3.107 18.651 l*.51*5 0.076 0.186
12.083 3.091 21.316 U.895 0.076 0.212
13.090 2.982 26.896 5.303 0.073 0.268
(1U) Froude Number 0.20 ; Depth 1.5 x Draft
w A B W AJL P-l
1.1*96 -16.359 1*6.158 0.606 -0.1*02 0.1*59
2.001 -16.071* 3l*.368 0.811 -0.395 0.31*2
2.380 -13.062 21.825 0.96U -0.321 0.217
2.992 -6.887 8.805 1.212 -0.169 0.088
3.1*91 -3.296 7.007 1.1*11* -0.081 0.070
l*.13l* -0.893 7.020 1.671* -0.022 0.070
1*.909 O.Ui6 6.909 1.988 0.011 0.069
6.0U2 1.722 Q.obh 2.1*1*7 0.01*2 0.080
7.11*0 2 J.91 10.670 2.892 0.051* 0.106
7.851* 2.309 12.021* 3.182 0.057 0.120
8.727 2.U08 13.1*30 3.535 0.059 0.131*
-95-

Table VUL ( continued)
(1U) Froude Number 0,.20; Depth 1.5 x Draft (continued)
w . A B W il £L
9.817 2.U96 15.9U9 3.977 0.061 0.159
11.220 2.218 19.U73 k.9£ 0.05U 0.19li
12.083 2.153 18.569 U.895 0.053 0.185




VIRTUAL MASS AND DAMPING COEFFICIENTS IN HEAVE

















£ W Dl 11
U.3U7 0.606 -1.7U8 1.206
0.760 0.811 -0.261 -0.211
3.172 0.961* 1.085 -0.880
2.187 1*212 2.682 -0.607
0.885 1.1*11* 3.109 0.21*5
5.028 1.671* 2.93U 1.391*
8.215 1.988 2.1*70 2.278
8.1*67 2.1*1*7 1.938 2.31*8
7.586 2.892 1.81*1* 2.101*
7.510 3.182 1.802 2.083
7.198 3.535 1.71*1* 1.996
6.278 3.977 1.708 1.71*1
5.627 1.5U5 1.727 1.560
5.055 U.895 1.691* 1.1*02
3.279 5.303 1.751 0.909
(2) Froude Number 0.1 ; Depth 12.6 x Draft
w D E W
1.1*96 11.570 7.1*09 0.606
2.001 3.531 6.303 0.811








(2) Froude Number 0.1; Depth 12 «6 x Draft (continued)
w D £ w El II
3.570 5.399 0.885 1.UU6 3.696 0.21*5
l*.13l* li.652 5.293 I.67I* 3.185 1.1*68
1*.1*88 1*.066 7.232 1.818 2.781* 2.006
U.909 3.381* 7.783 1.988 2.317 2.158
5.236 2.999 7.1*13 2.121 2.053 2.056
5.610 2.773 6.521 '2.273 1.898 1.808
6.01*2 2.698 5.833 2.10*7 . 1.81*7 1.618
e.$\6 2.656 5.736 2.651 1.818 1.591
7.11*0 2.573 5.955 2.892 1.761 1.651
7.851* 2.1*55 6.103 3.182 1.680 1.692
8.727 2.335 5.908 3.535 1.598 1.639
9.6T.7 2.272 5.UiO 3.977 1.555 1.U25
11.220 2.313 5.5W* 1*.51*5 1.583 1.538
12.083 2.223 5.053 U.895 1.522 1.1*01
13.090 2.371* U.963 5.303 1.625 1.376
(3) Froude Number 0.2 ; Depth 12.6 x Draft
w D EL w 21 El
1.1*96 1.208 6.803 0.606 0.827 1.887
2,001 2.325 5.557 0.811 1.592 1.51*1
2.380 3.016 5.361* 0.961* 2.065 lol*87
2.992 3.596 6.61*7 1.212 2.1*62 1.81*3




(3) Froude Number 0^2* Depth 12.6 x Draft (continued)
w D E W £1 £1
l*.l3l* 3.306 10.031 1.67k 2.263 2.782
U.909 2o76U 10.71*7 1.988 1.893 2.980
6.0U2 2.522 8.596 2.1*1*7 1.727 2.381*
7.11*0 2.61*8 8.027 2.892 1.813 2.226
7.85U 2.61k 8.038 3.182 1.803 2.229
8.727 2.581* 7.621 3.535 1.769 2.113
9.817 2.$66 6.258 3.977 1.757 1.736
11.220 2.751 U.789 1*.51*5 I.883 lo328
12.083 2.51*6 l*.ll*2 U.895 1.71*3 1.11*9
13.090 2.851 3.877 5.303 1.952 1.075
(1*) Froude Number 0.3 ; Depth 12.6 x Draft
w D I W III Bi
1.1*96 U.659 7.061* 0.606 3,189 1.959
2.001 2.006 6.161* 0.811 1.373 1.710
2.380 1.788 3.778 0.961* 1.221* 1.01*8
2.992 2.700 2.695 1.212 1.81*8 0.71*7
3*1*91 2.929 1*.1*21 1.U11* 2.005 1.226
I* .131* 2.1*71 6.21*6 1.671* 1.691 1.732
U.909 2.01*7 5.298 1.988 1.1*02 1.1*69
6.01*2 2.309 li.837 2.1*1*7 1.581 1.3U1
7.11*0 2.311 6.2la 2.892 1.582 1.731




(li) Froude Number Pj& Depth 12.6 x Draft (continued)
w D £ W 21 H
8.727 2.228 7.1*82 3.535 1.525 2.075
9.817 2.228 7.907 3.977 1.526 2.193
11,220 2.332 9.hk6 U.5U5 1.597 2.620
12.083 2.3U2 10.977 U.895 1.603 3.0Ui
13.090 2.1*12 12.993 5.303 • 1.651 3.603
(5) Froude Number 0.0 ; Depth lt.0 x Draft
w D 3 w It j£
iiJ.3U 3.333 13.912 I.67I* 2.282 3.858
U.909 2.110 12.1*81 1.988 1.1*1*5 3al*6l
6.0ii2 2.Ui0 7.U96 2.1*1*7 1.670 2.079
7J.U0 2o68l 8.172 2.892 I.836 2.266
7.851* 2.655 8.1*85 3.182 1.817 2.353
8.727 2.595 8.213 3.535 1.776 2.278
9.817 2.567 6 887 3.977 1.757 1.910
11.220 2.757 U.li72 1*.51*5 1.888 1.21*0
12.083 2o9Lii 5.771 li.895 1.995 1.600
13.090 2.729 5.1*05 5.303 1.868 1.1*99
(6) Froude Number 0.1 ; Depth 1*»0 x Draft
w p_ £ W
1.1*96 7.553 0.81*0 0.606
2.001 6.7U6 3.71*8 0.811









(6) Froude Number 0.1; Depth iwO x Draft (continued)
V D J W J2L JSl
2.992 U.833 8.935 1.212 3.309 2.1*78
3.U91 3.9hh 10.593 l.l*li* 2.700 2.938
U.13U 3.056 10.711 I.67I* 2.092 2.970
U.909 2.53U 9.070 1.988 1.735 2.515
6.0U2 2.616 7.ia6 2,1*1*7 1.791 2.057
7.1U0 2.611 7.789 2.892 1.787 2.160
7.85U 2.539 7.870 3.182 1.738 2.183
8.727 2.1*52 7.1*86 3.535 1.679 2.076




12.083 2.675 3.961* U.895 1.831 1.099
13.090 2.629 5.001* 5.303 1.800 1.388
(7) Froude Number 0.2 ; Depth 1*.0 x Draft
w D I w al El
l*.13l* 2.962 12.307 1.671* 2,028 3.1*13
U.909 2.531* 10.809 1.988 1,735 2.998
6.01*2 2.610 8.971 2.1*1*7 1.787 2.1*88
7.11*0 2.671 9.01*3 2.892 1.829 2.508
7.85lj 2.638 9.089 3.182 1,806 2.521
8.727 2,590 8.720 3.535 1.773 2,1*18
9.817 2.582 7.538 3.977 1.767 2.091




(7) Froude Number 0.2 ; Depth U.O x Draft (continued)
H, £ £ 2 — £l
12.083 2.853 6.211 U.895 1.953 1.723
13.090 2.881* 5.608 5.303 1.975 lo555
(8) Froude Number 0.3 ; Depth U.O x Draft
w D E W Bl El
U.1314 1.666 11.325 1.67U 1.1U0 3.11*1
U.909 2.095 11.11*3 1.988 l.k3k 3.090
6.01*2 2.359 11.513 2.1*1*7 1.615 3.193
7.11*0 2.1*63 11.856 2.892 1.686 3.288
7.851* 2.1*95 11.991 3.182 1.708 3.326
8.727 2.523 11.911* 3.535 1.727 3.301*
9.817 2.586 11.361* 3.977 1.770 3.152
11.220 2.787 10.551 U.515 1.908 2.926
12.083 2.957 10.977 U.895 2.021* 3.010;
13.090 3.105 12.1*03 5.303 2.126 3.1*1*0
(9) Froude Number o ; Depth 2.5 x Draft
w D E W Si El
UJ.3U 3.021* i2.ia8 1.671* 2.070 3.10*1*
U.909 2.683 10.211 1.988 1.837 2.832
6.01*2 2.770 9.2U* 2.1*1*7 1.896 2.555
7.1l*0 2.7U* 9.626 2.892 1.858 2.670
7.85U 2.638 9.692 3.182 1.806 2 0688




(9) Froude Number 0,0 ; Depth 2.5 x Draft (continued)
w D E W D^ E^
9.817 2.507 8.21*5 3.977 1.716 2.286
11.220 2,601 6.011* U.51& 1.781 1.668
12.083 2.771 5.U23 1*.895 1.897 1.501*
13.090 2.81*5 6.908 . 5.303 1.91*8 1.916
(10 ) Froude Number O.l g Depth 2.5 x Draft
w
p_ I W £1 EL
1.1*96 20.971 -1.81*2 0.606 ll*.357 -0.511
2.001 13.51*5 6.1*27 0.811 9.273 1.782
2.380 9.793 9.991 0.961* 6.705 2.771
3.570 3.891 10.61*1* 1.1*1*6 2.661* 2.952
U.13U 3.278 8.257 1.671* 2.21*1* 2.290
I* .1*88 3.211 7.700 1.818 2.198 2.135
U.909 3.169 7.293 1.988 2.170 2.023
5.236 3.112 7.506 2.121 2.130 2.082
5.610 3.016 7.859 2.273 2.065 2.180
6.01*2 2.886 8.225 2.1*1*7 1.976 2.281
6.5W 2.71*1 8.1*91 2.651 1.877 2.355
7.11*0 2.601 8.610 2.892 1.781 2.388
7.851* 2.1*80 8.598 3.182 1.698 2.381*
8.727 2.380 8.1*19 3.535 1.629 2.335
9.817 2.330 7.909 3.977 1.595 2.191*




(10) Froude Number 0,1 ; Depth 2.5 x Draft (continued)
w D E W D^ E^
12.083 2.U99 9.055 U*895 1.677 2.511
13.090 2.385 9.315 5.303 1.633 2.583
(11) Froude Number 0.2 ; Depth 2.5 x Draft
w S E W 21 n
l*.l3l* 2.372 11.U73 1.671* 1.62U 3.182
U.909 2.619 10.51*7 1.988 1.793 2.925
6.0U2 2.620 10.931 2.1*1*7 1*791* 3.032
7.1U0 2.572 10.892 2.892 1.761 2.989
7.85U 2.567 10.650 3.182 1.757 2.951*
8.727 2.568 10.396 3.535 1.758 2.883
9.817 2.618 9.768 3.977
•
1.792 2.709
11.220 2.796 9.836 U.5U5 1.911* 2.728
12.083 2.818 10.562 U.895 1.929 2.929
13.090 2.923 9.816 5.303 2.001 2.722
(12 ) Froude Number 0.3 ? Depth 2.5 x Draft
w D E W Dl H
U.13U -0.863 18.709 1.671* -0.591 5.189
U.909 0.307 17.763 1.988 0.210 U.926
6.0U2 • I.368 16.208 2.1*1*7 0.937 l*.i*95
7.110 2.063 16.127 2.892 1.1*12 U.U72
7.851* 2.333 16.1*68 3.182 1.597 lu567




(12) Froude Number 0.1 ; Depth 2.5 x Draft (continued)
w D £ W pj. |1
9.817 2.827 16.799 3.977 1-936 U.659
11.220 3.261 17.969 I* .51*5 2.233 i*.983
12.083 3.509 21.007 1*.895 2.1*02 5.826
13.090 3.663 26.1*89 5.303 2.508 7 .31*6
(13) Froude Number 0.0 ; Depth 1.5 x Draft
w D E W SL El
I* .131* 3.568 lli.952 1.671* 2.10*2 l*.ll*6
1*.909 3.1*81 ll*.l*88 1.988 2.383 U.018
6.01*2 3.366 lh.731 2.1*1*7 2.301* U.085
7.11*0 3.211 1U.70I* 2.892 2.198 1*.078
7.85U 3.131 lii.288 3.182 2.11*3 3.962
8.727 3.080 13.330 3.535 2.108 3.697
9.817 3.119 12.61*2 3.977 2.135 3.229
11.220 3.335 10.539 1*.51*5 2.283 2.923
12.083 3.371 11.11*9 U.895 2.308 3.092
13.090 3.377 9.799 5.303 2.312 2.717







D £ W Si 11
7.635 13.071 0.606 5.227 3 0625
6.079 15.620 0.811 I*.162 1*.332
5.176 16.662 0.961* 3.51*3 U.621
3.508 16.873 1.1*1*6 2.1*01 l*o679

Table EC (Continued)
(lli) ]Proude Number 0,1; Depth 1.5 x Draft (continued)
w D £ W 2L £
i*.13l* 3.287 15.9U5 1.671* 2.250 i*.t*22
1*.1*88 3.295 16.183 1.818 2.256 1*.1*88
U.909 3.21*9 llu975 1.988 2.221* U.153
5.236 3.219 1U.751* 2.121 2.221* U.092
5.610 3.21*1 11*.581 2.273 2.219 l*.ol*l*
6.01*2 3.217 H*.U15 2.1*1*7 2.203 3.998
6.51*5 3.177 11*.182 ' 2.651 2.175 3.933
7.11*0 3.121* 13.778 2.892 2.139 3.821
7.851* 3.070 13.065 3.182 2.102 3.623
8.727 3.03U 11.870 3.535 2.077 3.292
9.817 3 #066 10.159 3.977 2.099 2.817
11.220 3.169 9.1*93 1*.51*5 2.170 2.633
12.083 3.091 9.626 1*.895 2.116 2.670
13.090 3.015 7.719 5.303 2.061* 2.11*1
(15) Froude Number 0.2 ; Depth 1.5 x Draft
w D £ w
l*.13l* 7.287 ia .1*52 1.671*
)!,909 7.727 1*7.198 1.988
6.01*2 8.029 1*8.396 2.1*1*7
7.11*0 8.739 51.877 2.892
7.851* 9.01*5 56.31*3 3.182
8.727 9.093 63.102 3.535












(15) Froude Number 0.2 ; Depth lVj? x Draft (continued)
S 2. £ £ £l £l
11.220 8.982 96,379 li.5U5 6.1U9 26.728
12.083 8.373 98.10U U.895 5.732 27.207




VIRTUAL INERTIA AND DAMPING COEFFICIENTS IN PITCH
WITH STERN UP INITIALLY
(1) Froude Number 0,0 ; Depth 2.5 x Draft
w A B w £1 21
Uol3U 6.239 11.512 1.67ii 0.153 0.115
U.909 5.393 12.660 1.988 0.132 oi26
6.01*2 U.936 13.0U0 2*Uk7 0.121 0.130
7-lfcO h.638 13.722 2.892 O.llU 0.137
7.85k U.U6U 13.669 3.182 0.110 0.136
8.727 U.320 12.878 3.535 0.106 0.128
9.817 U.311 11.117 3.977 0.106 0.111
11.220 U.U87 11.659 h.5U5 0.110 0.116
12.083 U.293 11.989 U.895 0.105 0.119
13.090 U.271 7.1*90 5.303 0.105 0.075
(2) Froude Number 0.10 ; Depth 2.5 x Draft
w A B W £1 21
UJ.3U 5.681 13.112 1.67k 0.139 O0I30
li.909 5.155 13.723 1.988 0.127 0.137
6.0li2 U.706 13.599 2.I4U7 0.116 0.135
7J-U0 U.U36 13.203 2.892 0.109 0.131
T.85& U.287 12.573 3.182 0.105 0.125
8.727 U.I63 11.168 3.535 0.102 0.111




(2) Froude Number 0,10 ; Depth 2.5 x Draft (continued)
w A B W AJ_ BJ_
11.220 UJ.U2 8.56ii U.5U5 0.102 0.085
12.083 U.021 5.396 U.895 0.099 0.05U
13.090 U.366 2.909 5.303 0.107 0.029
(3) Froude Number 0.20 ; Depth 2.5 x Draft





U.13U U.805 11.995 1.671 0.118 0.119
Ue909 it .280 11.695 1.988 0.105 0.116
6.0li2 U.207 10.357 2.UU7 0.103 0*103
7aio li.116 IO.63O 2.892 oaoi 0.106
7.8^2* 3.993 10.381 3.182 0.098 0.103
8.727 3.887 9.276 3.535 0.095 0.092
9.817 3.953 7.508 3.977 0.097 O e075
11.220 3.800 9.1*09 U.5U5 0.093 o09li
12.083 3-63U 5.535 U.895 0.089 0.055
13.090 U.036 2.929 5.303 0.099 0.029
(h) Froude Number O.3O 1 Depth 2.5 x Draft
w A B W £1 B^
UJ.3U
-O.U7U 17.922 1.67U -0.012 0.178
U.909 1.11a 17.U90 1.988 0.028 0ol7U
6.0^2 2.139 1Uo980 2.UU7 0.053 0oUj9
7.1U0 3.0U8 13 0605 2.892 0.075 0.135




(1*) Froude Number 0,l3£; Depth 2 •5 £ Draft (continued)
w A B W £1 11
8.727 3.635 12.226 3.535 0.089 0.122
9.817 it .063 U.82U 3.977 0.100 0.118
11.220 i*.ii5 11.01*7 U.5**5 0.101 0.110
12.083 k.$63 11.287 li.895 0.112 0.112
13.090 kas$ 15.276 5.303 0.103 0.152
(5) Froude Number 0.0 ? Depth 1.5 x Draft
w A B W Al Bl
l*.13l* 6.883 18.676 1.67k OJ.69 0.186
U.909 6.01*0 18.502 . 1.988 0.11*8 O0I8U
6.01*2 5.392 18.1*30 2.1*1*7 0.132 O.I83
7.11*0 U.973 18.032 2.892 0.122 0.179
7.851* U.778 17.286 3.182 0.117 0.172
8.727 U.630 15.771* 3.535 0.111* 0.157
9.817 I*.6U* 13.156 3.977 0.113 0.131
11.220 l*a870 11.61*5 1*.51*5 0.120 0.116
12.083 1*.808 13.190 l*.895 0.118 0.131
13.090 1*.559 10.11*1* 5.303 0.112 0.101
(6) Froude Number 0*10 ; Depth 1.5 x Draft
w A B W
1.1*96 12.627 16a 52 0.606
2.001 9.371* 20.587 0.811








(6) Froude Number 0,10; Depth 1.5 X Draft (continued)
w "" 2 / W LL £L
2.618 6.6a 22.518 1.061 OJ.63 0.221*
2,992 5.598 22.508 1.212 0.137 0.221*
3.150. U.958 21.722 i.iai* 0.122 0.216
JU.X3U I*.81*1* 19.512 1.671* 0.119 0.191*
i*.l*88 1*.870 20.01*3 1.818 0.120 0.199
U.909 U.850 19.065 1.988 0.119 0.190
5.512 U.799 19.5W* 2.233 0.118 0.191*
6.0U2 U.715 18.958 2.10*7 0.116 0.189
7.11*0 1*.590 18.111 2.892 0.113 oa8o
7.851* U.553 17.099 3.182 0.112 0.170
8.727 U.583 15.39U 3.535 0.113 0.153
9.817 1.771 13.726 3.977 0.117 0.137
11.220 Ii.692 12.701 1*.51*5 0.115 0.126
12.083 1*.785 7.869 1*.895 0.118 0.078
13.090 5.182 7.381* 5.303 0.127 0.073
(7) Froude Number 0.20 ; Depth 1.5 x Draft
w A B W il Si
1.1*96 -12.599 53.1*76 0.606 -0.309 0.532
2.001 -11.603 1*3 .198 0.811 -0.285 0.1*30
2.310 -9.567 36.OO8 0.936 -0.235 0.358
2.618 -7.1*01 29.1*87 1.061 -0.182 0.293
2.992
-lt.917 23.791* 1.212 -0.121 0.237




(7) Froude Number 0.20 \ ; Depth 1.5 x Draft (c ontinued)
w A B w il £L
U.13U 0.263 18.1*98 1.671* 0.006 oa8it
U.U88 0.938 18.923 1.818 0.023 ol88
U.909 1.688 17.230 1.988 o.oia 0.171
5.512 2.1*51* 17.11*3 2.233 0.060 0.171
6.01*2 2.982 16.810 2.1*1*7 0.073 0.167
7.U*0 3.571 17.169 2.892 0.088 0.171
7.851* 3.813 16.810 3.182 0.091* 0.167
8.727 U.128 15.806 3.535 0.101 0.157
9.817 li.5-71 15.898 3.977 0.112 0.158
11.220 U.680 12.91*3 i*.51*5 0.115 Ool29
12.083 5.302 7.1*62 ii.895 0.130 0.071*
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